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Abstract. This paper describes a method for identifying
and avoiding false stationary detections in background sub-
traction caused by movement of objects belonging to the
background. This method is independent on used back-
ground subtraction algorithm. The proposed algorithm ex-
amines edges on contours of detected foreground objects to
decide if it is a true detection or a false alarm. We propose
and test 4 specific criteria functions that can be used to eval-
uate detected objects, we use the function with best results
to test the effect of this method on performance of a tracking
system. Both indoor and outdoor video sequences are used
for evaluation.
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1. Introduction
In many surveillance applications background subtrac-

tion is an important first step. It is used to separate the pos-
sible interesting moving objects - the foreground, from the
uninteresting part of the input image - the background.

The simplest method to achieve this goal is to compare
every frame of the input video sequence with a static back-
ground image. However, having a single constant image to
represent the background proves insufficient in most real-
world applications. Sometimes the background image is not
available at all. The background can contain unimportant
moving objects like water and trees, the lighting conditions
may vary or the scene can be permanently changed when
objects are added or removed. To handle these issues, it is
necessary to maintain a background model which can be up-
dated with new information.

There are many different techniques that were proposed
to model the background [1]. One of the popular methods
models the value of each pixel by a mixture of Gaussians [6].

We focus on background subtraction as a preprocessing
step for object tracking. It is common that an object stays rel-

atively still for longer periods of time - long enough for the
background model to learn it as a background. A resumed
movement results in a false detection on the previous loca-
tion of the motionless object. The detection does not corre-
spond to any real object. We call this type of false detection
a ghost. The same situation occurs when there are moving
objects present at the time of the background initialization.
These issues are caused by the background modelling and
occur in many background subtraction algorithms. In this
paper we propose a method to identify and avoid these false
detections.

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows.
Overview of relevant previous work is given in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the method itself. Details of each step,
namely background modelling, ghost detection and back-
ground model update are presented in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and
3.3 respectively. Description of the evaluation process and
data specifications are in Section 4. Results of all experi-
ments and comparison of proposed criteria functions are pre-
sented in Section 5. We summarize our work and propose
possible future enhancements in Section 6

2. Related Work
Dealing with the problem of ghost detections is com-

mon for many background subtraction algorithms. General
overview of the topic is given in [7].

A popular solution, which can be convenient for many
applications, assumes that every detection which does not
move during multiple frames is a ghost [4][5][11][8], we ex-
plain why it is not suitable for our purpose.

A method presented in [10] utilize temporal image
analysis and uses currently invisible background pixels in the
background model update. In another work [9] the ghost de-
tection elimination is achieved by examining a pixel neigh-
bourhood during the evaluation process and is built-in in the
background subtraction process.

In [3], the authors combine gradient of pixel intensity
and pixel colour. Gradient difference is used in [2] to vali-
date object detections. We take similar but simpler approach.
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3. Proposed Approach
First, it is important to define what is considered a

ghost. In some of the works dealing with ghost detections,
any detection that does not move in a defined period of time
is labelled as a ghost. But it is common in tracking applica-
tions that some objects do not move significantly for a long
time, it is undesirable to label all stationary detections as
ghosts.

This approach is based on the same idea as Javed et
al. [2]. In an image, every real object is separated from its
surroundings by an edge. If an object does not have an edge
on its border, it is not a real object but a ghost detection.
In this sense every stationary detection that do not corre-
spond to any real object in the image is considered a ghost.

The entire process can be split into three parts: back-
ground subtraction, ghost detection and background model
update. The background subtraction can be any method that
works with pixel by pixel model of the background. In our
case the pixels are modelled by a mixture of Gaussians [6].
The output is a foreground binary mask.

The ghost detection step splits the foreground mask
into single connected components, each should correspond
to one object. Objects contours are evaluated for a presence
of image edges and labelled as valid detections or ghosts.

The background model update step takes all the pixels
in all the connected components classified as a ghost detec-
tions and updates the corresponding pixels in the background
model to the current value of those pixels. This way, ghost
detections are quickly absorbed into the background.

The details of each step follow.

3.1. Background Subtraction

The proposed method can be used with any background
subtraction algorithm that maintains an independent model
for each pixel. Let us denote I an image being processed,
x being the image pixel and I(x) the pixel value. Here, we
use Gaussian mixture model. The detailed description can
be found in [6], we present a short overview below.

Let us denote the background model BG, then BG(x)
is the model of pixel x, three Gaussians Gxi , i = 1, 2, 3, are
used to model its value. µxi is the mean of Gxi , Σxi = σxi

21
its covariance and wxi its weight in the model.

To derive the background pixel value the Gaussians are
first ordered by the fitness valuewxi /σ

x
i and then the firstNx

are used to compute the expected pixel value.

Nx = arg min
n

(

n∑
i=1

wxi > T ), (1)

where the threshold T is the minimum prior probability of
the background in the scene.

We evaluate the pixels to create a foreground mask F ,
where F (x) is its value at pixel x. F (x) = 1 classifies the
pixel x as a foreground, F (x) = 0 as a background.

A pixel x is considered as a background if there is a
Gaussian in the model which matches the pixel value. We
say that a Gaussian matches pixel value if its intensity is
closer than 2.5 standard deviations from the Gaussian mean:

F (x) =

{
1 if ∃i < Nx : |I(x)− µxi | < 2.5 · σxi
0 otherwise (2)

The matched Gaussian parameters are updated as fol-
lows:

wxi (t+ 1) = wxi (t) · (1− α) + α, (3)
µxi (t+ 1) = µxi (t) · (1− α) + αI(x), (4)
Σxi (t+ 1) = Σxi (t) · (1− α) + α(I(x)− µxi (t))2,(5)

where α ∈ 〈0, 1〉 is a learning coefficient which determines
how fast the background model reacts to a change. If there
is no matching Gaussian in the model, the Gaussian with the
lowest fitness is replaced. The I(x) is used as the new mean
with a high value for variance and a low weight.

At t = 0, when the first frame is processed, the situ-
ation is same as if the learning coefficient was selected to
α = 1. The second frame at t = 1 provides 50% of the
available information to the background model, however ac-
cording to the rules above has a smaller effect, depending on
the value of the learning coefficient α.

To deal with this problem we propose to use a modified
learning coefficient α′, with value α′ = 1 at t = 0. α′ is
gradually lowered until the desired value α is reached:

α′ = max(α,
1

1 + t
) (6)

This approach better reflects information value of the new
frames. The difference between α and α′ is illustrated in
Figure 1.

For the purposes of background subtraction we decided
to use CIE LUV colour space, because colour difference in
the model better corresponds to the human perceptual differ-
ence [14].

This background model can handle both sudden and
gradual changes in illumination, moving objects in the back-
ground and also permanent changes in the scene.

3.2. Ghost Detection

This step takes a foreground mask F produced in the
background subtraction step and evaluates validity of the de-
tections. First the connected components are extracted from
the foreground mask, each is then evaluated independently.
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Fig. 1. At the beginning of an image sequence the background
model has to be initialized. When a background image
without moving objects is not available, the model has to
be learned from the sequence itself. On the left subfigure
the learning coefficient α = 1 for the first frame. The
background model is completely initialized with the fist
frame. On the right subfigure the learning coefficient is
smoothly decreased from 1 to the predefined value.

F = C1 ∨ C2 ∨ · · · ∨ Cn (7)

where Ci∈1..n is a single connected component. Only Ci
formed by larger number of pixels than a size threshold TS
continues to be evaluated.

The border of Ci is denoted C ′
i. Because the region C ′

i

will be used for edge detection, it needs to be wider than one
pixel, so it is expanded as illustrated in Figure 2. Canny edge
detector with Otsu threshold is used to compute the edges.
By using the Otsu algorithm we avoid selecting the threshold
value manually.

Fig. 2. On the left figure is an object Ci: it’s border (dark grey)
and interior (light grey). In the centre is the expanded ob-
ject borderC′

i (both light blue and dark grey), true border
Ctb

i (dark grey) and its expansion Ceb
i (light blue). On

the right figure the outer object border Cob
i is displayed.

It is the region adjacent to the expanded object border.

Edge mask obtained from currently processed image I
in the region C ′

i is denoted EIC′
i
(x). Image I contains the

moving objects as well as the background so it follows that
edges EI from any region contain edges of the moving ob-
jects and also background edges. We are only interested in
the edges belonging to the moving objects, which we can
get by subtracting the background edges. The background
image B is reconstructed from the background model, de-
scribed in previous section, by:

∀x ∈ B : B(x) = µkm , km = arg max
k

(wk/σk). (8)

Note that km is an index of a Gaussian with the highest fit-
ness value wk/σk.

Edge mask computed using the background image B
in the region C ′

i is denoted EBC′
i
, similar to the case of I . By

combining the image edges EIC′
i

with the background edges
EBC′

i
we get the foreground edges:

EFC′
i

= EIC′
i
∧ ¬EBC′

i
. (9)

Edges belong to the foreground objects if they are present in
the current image I but not in the background image B.

By performing this evaluation only on the detected ob-
jects, it is possible to increase efficiency by computing the
edges in small regions corresponding to the object’s bound-
ary instead of the whole image

We propose several criteria functions that can be used
to determine if object Ci is a valid detection or not. Object
Ci is valid detection if the condition is satisfied. Output of
this step is a binary ghost mask G.

• Foreground edge probability:

|EFC′
i
|

|C ′
i|

> TG, (10)

where |X| is the number of (non-zero) pixels inX . The
threshold TG was empirically chosen to be 0.18.

• Foreground edge ratio:

|EFC′
i
|

|EIC′
i
|
·max

(
|EFC′

i
|

|EBC′
i
|
, 1

)
> TG (11)

is a proportion of the foreground edges in all detected
edges modified so that edges appearing in regions with
no small number of background edges have higher
value.

• Narrow border. As described above, for the purpose
of edge detection the borders of objects were expanded.
The regionC ′

i can be viewed as a conjunction of the one
pixel wide true border regionCtbi with the part obtained
by the expansion Cebi , see Figure 2. Then using only
edges on the true border Ctbi :

∑
∀x∈Ctb

i

EFC′
i∑

∀x∈Ctb
i

EBC′
i

> TG (12)

is a ratio of foreground edges to background edges on
the true border of an object. We chose TG = 1.

• Edge probability difference. We can select outer ob-
ject border Cobi , as shown in Figure 2, so that Cobi and
C ′
i are disjunctive. By comparing probability of edges
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on the object border and outside border, we get a crite-
ria function:

|EI
C′
i
|

|C′
i|

|EI

Cob
i

|

|Cob
i |

> TG. (13)

This criteria function has the advantage, that it does not
require pixel by pixel background model.

3.3. Background Model Update

The task of maintaining up-to-date background model
is handled by the background subtraction algorithm de-
scribed in step 1. We integrated the ghost detection results
into the update process.

Taking the ghost mask G, all pixels x labelled as ghost
detections are updated in the background model to the cur-
rent value I(x). The update is done by increasing the weight
of the Gaussian Gi which matches the current value I(x).
When next frame is processed, Gi will be considered by the
background model (Equation 1) and x correctly evaluated as
background:

∀x : ∀Gi ∈ BG(x) : wxi =

{
wx

i +β
1+β if Gi matches I(x)
wx

i

1+β otherwise,
(14)

where β is a constant parameter. Following must also hold:

∀x : ∀Gi ∈ BG(x) :
∑

wxi = 1. (15)

4. Evaluation
Because we lack foreground groundtruth, the results

are evaluated visually by comparing different criteria func-
tions and results without using the proposed ghost detection.

We are interested in background subtraction for track-
ing applications and so we also evaluate the effect of ghost
detection on overall performance of our tracking system.

Three different types of data are used:

• Floorball - A floorball match recorded from multiple
viewpoints. The sequence is acquired indoors.

• PETS2009 - Outdoor dataset recorded from multiple
viewpoints. Pedestrians are walking in an university
campus.1 [13]

• Parking - Video sequence of a parking car captured on
a security camera.[15]

1Available online at http://www.cvg.reading.ac.uk/PETS2009/.

5. Experimental Results
Results of the proposed method on video sequence of

parking car is presented in Figure 5. It shows that using the
ghost detection eliminates false detection caused by move-
ment of a car previously belonging to the background. Out-
puts of the foreground edge probability (Equation 10) and
the narrow border (Equation 12) criteria functions are satis-
factory. Foreground edge ratio (Equation 11) has almost no
effect in this situation and edge probability difference (Equa-
tion 13) produces worse results than no ghost detection. We
use only the first three criteria for the data sequences bellow.

Figure 5 shows comparison of the 3 criteria on the
floorball dataset. Foreground edge probability and narrow
border criteria functions have again good results. The ghost
artefacts are soon eliminated, and valid foreground objects
remain in the foreground. The method works correctly on
objects broken into several parts.

To simulate movement of objects that are considered
background, we did not use the gradually changing learning
coefficient at the initialization of the experiment on the PETS
dataset. Figure 5 shows the results, which are similar to the
floorball sequence.

To evaluate the effect of ghost detection on the overall
performance of our tracking system, we selected foreground
edge probability criteria function (Equation 10). This func-
tion provided good results in sense of correctly identifying
most ghost detections while it often allows small and only
partially detected objects to remain as foreground.

We evaluated the tracking system on 1000 frames of the
floorball sequence and 794 frames of the PETS sequence. In
Section 3.3 we use the CIE LUC colour space for the back-
ground subtraction algorithm. We present a comparison to
the results obtained with the RGB colour space.

Using gradual lowering of the learning coefficient dis-
cussed in the same section, we simulate scene where objects
considered background start to move.

The tracking results are in Figure 3.3, they are evalu-
ated using CLEAR MOT metrics. The multiple object track-
ing accuracy (MOTA) value accounts for object detection er-
rors, that is false positives, false negatives and identity mis-
matches. The multiple object tracking precision (MOTP) is
the average distance of the true positive detections to the
ground truth positions. Details can be found in [12]. We
can see that the method has a small negative impact on the
performance of the tracking systems in scenes, where it is
rare for background objects to move. However, it offers a
significant improvement in the cases where this occurs fre-
quently.
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floorball sequences with gradual lowering of the learning coefficient

ghost detection, colour space MOTA MOTP false negatives false positives identity mismatches

no ghost detection, RGB 0.7594 0.2224 61 4 12

ghost detection, RGB 0.7594 0.2256 61 4 12

ghost detection, LUV 0.7563 0.2329 64 4 10

floorball sequences without gradual lowering of the learning coefficient

no ghost detection, RGB 0.6063 0.2243 91 22 13

ghost detection, RGB 0.6750 0.2327 87 5 12

ghost detection, LUV 0.6969 0.2326 85 4 8

PETS sequences with gradual lowering of the learning coefficient

no ghost detection, RGB 0.9474 8.4979 113 87 8

ghost detection, RGB 0.9315 8.559 177 91 3

ghost detection, LUV 0.9302 8.480 178 91 7

PETS sequences without gradual lowering of the learning coefficient

no ghost detection, RGB 0.7884 8.440 207 621 9

ghost detection, RGB 0.9358 8.766 193 56 5

ghost detection, LUV 0.9358 8.518 195 54 5

Fig.3. This table summarizes influence of the ghost detection on the overall performance of a tracking system. The tracking is
performed on 1000 frames of the floorball sequence and 794 frames of the PETS sequence. The foreground edge probability
criterion function (Equation 10) is used for the ghost detection. An influence of the colour space selection in the background
subtraction algorithm is evaluated. The CIE LUV and the RGB colour spaces were used. The gradual lowering of the learning
coefficient is used to simulate a movement of objects included in the background model.

Fig.4. The background subtraction results of different criteria functions for ghost detection on the parking video sequence. The
first row contains images from the sequence, the first image comes from the middle of the sequence, following images are
selected after 15, 40, 80, 120, 200 frames respectively. In the rows bellow are the corresponding foreground masks. Second
row: background subtraction without ghost detection. The foreground masks obtained using different criteria functions
follow. Third row: foreground edge probability. Fourth row: foreground edge ratio. Fifth row: narrow border. Sixth row:
edge probability difference

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a method to deal with

ghost detections based on the presence of edges on the bor-

der of detected objects. To identify such detections, we pro-
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Fig.5. The background subtraction results of different criteria functions for the ghost detection on the floorball video sequence. The
first row contains images from the sequence. The first image comes from the middle of the sequence, following images are
selected after 40, 60, 110, 150, 190 frames respectively. In the rows bellow are the corresponding foreground masks. Second
row: background subtraction without ghost detection. The foreground masks obtained using different criteria functions
follow. Third row: foreground edge probability. Fourth row: foreground edge ratio. Fifth row: narrow border.

posed and evaluated 4 different criteria functions. Both out-
door and indoor video sequences were used to evaluate the
results.

We showed that the method performs well with two out
of the four proposed criteria functions. The background sub-
traction results are improved in case when there are moving
objects present in the scene at the time of initialization, or
when objects considered as background start to move. Ghost
detections are eliminated and the background model is less
affected by the initial values, which results in improved de-
tections in those regions in the subsequent frames.

There are weak spots of the proposed method also.
Valid objects may be detected as ghosts when only part of
the object is detected as a foreground or the object is broken
into parts. This can happen when objects, or their parts, have
similar colours as their background or when there are back-
ground objects in front of them, e.g. tree branches or road
signs.

A missing ghost detection may occur when it overlaps
with a moving object. This may result in a delay in the ghosts
elimination in case of very slowly moving objects. Prob-
lems with recognizing ghost detections may also arise when
a ghost detection occurs in a region with complicated edges
present in the background.

Finally we have shown a positive impact on the per-
formance of a tracking system. We have incorporated the
ghost detection into the background subtraction module of
the tracking system and compared the performance with the
original version.

The main advantages of the method are:
• independence on a background subtraction algorithm,
• computational efficiency - only foreground regions of

the input image are evaluated.
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Fig.6. The background subtraction results of different criteria functions for the ghost detection on the PETS video sequence. For
this experiment, the gradual change of learning coefficient was not used in order to simulate situations, when objects in the
background start to move. The first row contains 0th, 10th, 60th, 120th, 160th and 190th frames. In the rows bellow are
the corresponding foreground masks. Second row: background subtraction without ghost detection. The foreground masks
obtained using different criteria functions follow. Third row: foreground edge probability. Fourth row: foreground edge ratio.
Fifth row: narrow border. Sixth row: edge probability difference.
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